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Measurements and Expertise Solutions
Partnerships for more efficient and cost-effective
nuclear measurements
Expert Support for Complex
Systems

Assistance to System
Operations

•• Technical and feasibility studies to assist in
waste management and D&D strategies, audit
preparation and assistance, NDA system
upgrade, system training.

•• Enhancing the operation of your NDA systems
with the support of our Experts, providing assay
systems for measurement campaign.

Expert Data Review

Method Development

•• Expert physics review of assay system results
with QA and fingerprint reviews.

•• Best approach and methodology to achieve
your objectives, best practice approach.

System Calibration Service

Measurement Procedures

•• Initial or Annual calibration for installed systems,
system qualification and certification.

•• Operating instructions, documentation and
training to provide QA approved methods for
operators.

Onsite Measurement Services
and Characterization Reports
•• Large range of onsite services from dose rate
and gamma imaging surveys to complex gamma
spectroscopy and neutron measurements. Some
of our instruments and systems are available for
lease.

Mirion ® Measurement and Expertise (M&E) team delivers
exceptional technical expertise and experienced staff
to help you meet your nuclear measurement challenges
while saving cost and time.

Products and services for a wide range of radiation safety, measurement and scientific purposes.
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Waste Management Solutions

CANBERRA™ systems can be provided to:
•• Quantify the radioactive
inventory of a facility’s waste

•• Reduce disposal costs by accurately
measuring waste activity

•• Classify waste according to
disposal category including:
Transuranic or alpha waste, low
level waste, remote handled
waste, and deminimus or free
release waste

•• Perform inventory control and
material balances for safeguards

Waste measurement systems can be provided in a variety of configurations from standalone manually-loaded
systems, to fully-automated systems which provide greater throughput and minimize personnel exposure.
Mobile system configurations are also available, including ISO containers or semi-trailers. Mirion partners with
its customers to configure the appropriate solution to help address site requirements, reduce operating costs
and lower personnel exposure levels to meet ALARA program goals.

Mirion Technologies is committed to providing a
full range of measurement solutions to meet site
waste characterization needs.
Mirion has a wealth of experience and expertise in non-destructive assays
for waste measurement. Gamma assay, neutron assay, and combined
gamma/neutron systems are available to measure containers ranging from
non-packaged waste to vehicles. Process knowledge or laboratory analysis
of the isotopic inventory of a particular waste stream can be utilized to
provide scaling factors for pure alpha and beta emitting nuclides which can
not be measured directly.
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Waste Management Solutions

Disposal Categories:
Radioactive wastes are typically classified into several disposal categories. While there is some variation
in terminology from country to country, similar guidelines are generally followed throughout the world. The
following are the four major categories along with a brief description of the systems best suited for their needs.
In the sections that follow, the radioactive waste category or categories will be identified for each solution for
which it is suited.

Remote Handled Waste

Transuranic Waste, Alpha Waste or
Intermediate-Level Waste

Remote handled waste is typically defined as waste which
has a dose rate of greater than 200 mR/h (2 mSv/h) on the
surface of the container. This waste may or may not also be
transuranic. Mirion offers both gamma and neutron systems
to measure remote handled waste. The gamma systems
are typically based on the TGS™ Tomographic Gamma
Scanner or the SGS™ Segmented Gamma Assay systems,
with additional collimation and/or absorption applied to
handle the higher dose rate containers. Gamma systems
have been manufactured to handle dose rates up to 100 R/h
(1 Sv/h). Specialized neutron assay systems are also available
to handle high dose rate containers. In either case the
maximum container dose rate must be specified to ensure
that the proper system is specified.

Transuranic (TRU) waste is defined by DOE waste
acceptance criteria (WAC)1 as waste that is contaminated
with alpha-emitting transuranium radionuclides with half
lives greater than 20 years and concentrations greater
than 100 nCi/g (3700 Bq/g) at the time of assay. The
term ‘Intermediate Level Waste’ is also used to describe
similar types of waste internationally. TRU wastes come
in a variety of forms, however, either gamma, neutron,
or combination systems may be used. A gamma system
is normally required when the plutonium isotopic ratios
are not well known, when plutonium isotopic ratios may
vary from drum to drum, or when there are other gammaemitting nuclides present. This may be supplemented by a
neutron system for high-density wastes, or wastes where
there is a probability of plutonium lumps.

Low-Level Waste

De Minimis or Free-Release Waste

Low-level waste (LLW) is typically defined as that waste
which is not transuranic and does not exceed certain
concentration limits for specific nuclides. Low-level waste
disposal costs are typically much lower than TRU waste
costs and therefore proper characterization of waste into
this category can significantly reduce facility disposal
costs. Typical systems for LLW are the Q2™ or Auto Q2™
systems. For some TRU waste the HENC™ system can
also be used for TRU/LLW sorting.

Free-release or very low level waste criteria vary
significantly from country to country and are subject to
constant changes. Often there are also country-specific
limits and terminology, however the measurement
principles are the same. There is no free-release level for
containerized waste in the US. If by-product material is
detected, the waste must be disposed of under one of the
radioactive disposal criteria. In Europe the Basic Safety
Standard 2013-59 legislation has established a release
limit, while some countries use 0.4 Bq/g to about 50 Bq/g
for very low level waste. The Mirion clearance monitors are
designed to easily adapt to specific demands and disposal
pathway requirements. Depending on the nuclides in a
particular waste stream, systems like the Q2 system and
large 4π monitors such as the RTM6xx™ series can be used
for clearance or free release.

1. Transuranic waste acceptance criteria
for the waste isolation pilot plant
(WIPP-WAC).

Products and services for a wide range of radiation safety, measurement and scientific purposes.
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Waste Management Solutions

Applications

Decontamination and Decommissioning (D&D)
Decontamination and Decommissioning (D&D) of nuclear facilities is becoming
a major effort worldwide, covering everything from early R&D facilities to first
generation nuclear power plants, weapons and fuel fabrication facilities and
research reactors.
The measurement needs for D&D can typically be broken down into a few
categories including:
•• measurements in place (In Situ)
•• sorting of materials into waste disposal categories
•• quantification of materials for shipment to a waste disposal site
•• verification of materials as clean for general release
Mobile Waste Assay Solutions

For In Situ measurements, the ISOCS™ system has become the most widely
accepted measurement tool in the world. The ISOCS system is commonly used
to measure contaminated materials and areas, both in place or after removal
from the facilities.

Suspended ISOCS unit
as truck counter

It is also used for final status measurements to allow release of areas for general
use, or general demolition activities. For areas where an ISOCS system cannot
be easily handled, the InSpector™ 1000 analyzer with the LaBr detector provides
a smaller instrument which can be used for quality measurements.

ISOCS system measurements

Since D&D projects usually generate larger volumes of waste, larger assay
systems such as the gamma or neutron large box and crate counters are used.
Counters such as these can be used for either quantification of waste for
shipment to a disposal facility, or as a measurement to confirm that the material
is clean. An example of the confirmation measurements would be in the D&D
of a nuclear power plant, where close to 100 million pounds of soil and rubble
were measured by the truckload, using a modified gamma box counter to verify
the acceptability for general disposal.
InSpector 1000 with LaBr probe
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Waste Management Solutions

Measurement of Fissile Material for Waste Safeguards Applications
The measurement of transuranic (also known as
‘Intermediate Level’) or alpha waste is typically tied to the
nuclear fuel, weapons, or research operations. Typically
the measurement of TRU can encompass requirements
from waste acceptance criteria (WAC), safeguards
operations, and sometimes criticality safety groups. Due
to the concerns related to the safeguarding and handling
of these materials, the assay systems typically require high
accuracy. There are several traditional assay systems which
have been used for TRU/alpha waste measurements. These
include the SGS system and the passive neutron assay
systems, although many other systems have also been
used for these applications.
To provide the complete information required for
characterization of plutonium waste, the primary assay
system is mated with a gamma isotopics system to provide
the plutonium (and other actinide) isotopic ratios, the
uranium enrichments, or, both in the case of measurements
of Mixed Oxide Fuel (MOX).

High Efficiency Passive
Neutron Counter

Characterization of transuranic waste can vary from
extremely low activity measurements when assaying at the
TRU/LLW sorting level up to high activity/high dose rate
measurements when assaying waste containing a mixture
of plutonium and fission products.

High Dose Rate Applications Requiring Remote Handling of Waste
Remote handled waste covers the range of containerized
waste with surface dose rates ranging from 200 mR/h
(2 mSv/h) up to dose rates as high as 10,000 R/h (100 Sv/h).
Although some of the remote handled waste at the lower
end of the dose rate range may come from a variety of
sources, most of the remote handled waste contains
fission products from the nuclear power generation
process. Therefore the primary dose rate generating
nuclides present in the waste are 134Cs, 137Cs and 60Co.
Lower activity nuclides are normally scaled to the 137Cs
assay values based on sample analysis of the normal
waste stream parameters. The Canberra NDA 2000™
Non-Destructive Assay software enables the entry of
scaling factors for these lower activity nuclides.
Most assay systems must be custom designed to handle
the specific dose rate range which a customer may require.
Though customization is generally required, we have
designed and built a number of gamma assay systems
designed to handle the measurement ranges up to the
10 –100 R/h (0.1 – 1.0 Sv/h) range.
For assay systems where plutonium or uranium values
must be detected in the presence of high activities of
Cesium and Cobalt, a neutron assay system is required.

Rotating
collimator
assembly

Far Field Gamma
System

Due to the complexity of the measurement problems
associated with remote handled waste, our measurement
experts should be involved early in the evaluation process
to help determine the optimal system design.

Products and services for a wide range of radiation safety, measurement and scientific purposes.
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Selecting the Right System
for Your Application

In order to meet government safety standards, facilities handling radioactive
materials bear the responsibility of characterizing and documenting the
residual radioactive content of any wastes prior to disposal.
The most viable approach to compliance with today’s regulations requires
assessment of the contamination from alpha-emitting radionuclides and
fission/activation radionuclides via non-destructive assay. The results of
these measurements are used for nuclear waste management, nuclear
material accountability and nuclear criticality safety.
Due to the complexity of regulations, the diversity of radioactive inventories
and matrices in waste, as well as the detection level and accuracy of
measurements, there is no one waste measurement system that will meet
the requirements for all nuclear waste generators.
How you choose the appropriate waste assay systems to meet your
specific needs depends on several factors:
•• Purpose of measurement
•• Radionuclides to be measured
•• Required detection limits
•• Composition and configuration of the waste
•• Desired throughput and your material handling requirements

Neutron Slab Counter

Truck counting system
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Modular HPGe Based Box Counter and Container Assay System
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Waste Management Solutions

Mirion Waste Management
Systems

Standard Waste Assay
Systems

Application1

Radionuclides2

FR LLW Alpha ILW/
HLW

U

Pu F/A

Other

Container3

Comments

Page
No.

Gamma-Ray Measurement Systems
Cronos™

Object/Tool Monitors

X

X

X

X

X

Items, tools & Gross counting systems for
objects
simple predictable wastes

10

CPO™ /CGO™

SMART Object/Tool
Monitors

X

X

X

X

X

Items, tools & Advanced gross counting
objects
systems for clearance monitoring

11

RTM6xx™

Clearance Monitors

X

X

X

X

X

Bags and
Small Drums

High throughput gross counting
systems for clearance monitoring

12

ISOCS™

High Dose-Rate Far
Field System

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Any

Flexible Multi-Purpose System
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WM-2100

HPGe Q2™ Series

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Drums

Very Low Detection Levels,
Complex Wastes

17

NaI Q2

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Drums

Very Low Detection Levels,
Simple Wastes

18

AQ2™ Series

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Drums

+ Automated Drum Handling

18
19

WM-2200

X

Standard SGS™

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Drums

Compact system with unified
stand

Modular SGS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Drums

Adapts to different geometries
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Automated SGS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Drums

+ Automated Drum Handling

19

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Large Crates

Screening of soil and rubble

21

Accuracy and Imaging

20

Counter ™

WM-2500

Gamma Box

WM-2900

TGS™

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Drums

Automated TGS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Drums

+ Automation
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X

Passive Neutron Coincidence Counters
WM-3100

WDAS™ Waste Drum
Assay System

X

X

Drums

Dense MOX and Pu wastes –
18.6% effeciency

22

WM-3112HE

HENC™ High Efficiency
Neutron Counter

X

X

Drums

Dense MOX and Pu wastes –
30% effeciency

23

WM-3400 /
WM-3500

Passive Neutron Slab
counters

X

X

Any, or Drums

Simple & flexible modular design
for investigation purposes

24

X

X

Drums

Accurate total fissile content
measurement

25

Passive/Active Neutron Coincidence Counters
WM-3200

Cf-252 Shuffler ™

X

X

X

Integrated Systems
HENC/ISOT

HENC plus HPGe

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Drums

Flexible, Multi-Purpose, Fast,
Automated

23

ICIS™

Integrated Crate
Interrogation System

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Large Crates

Flexible, Multi-Purpose, Fast,
Automated

26

IWAS™

HENC+ HPGe+
Diferential Die Away

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Drums

Flexible, Multi-Purpose, Fast,
Automated

26

See specific brochure, in addition

23

Safeguard Counters
Mirion also offers bespoke measurement solutions and systems, developed to meet specific customer requirements.
1. Applications
FR = Free Release
LLW = Low Level Waste
Alpha = Alpha or TRU wastes
ILW/HLW = Intermediate/High Level Wastes

2. Radionuclides
U = Uranium
Pu = Plutonium
F/A = Fission and Activation Products
(typical nuclear power plant wastes)

3. Container
Many system designs can be tailored to
accommodate larger or smaller containers.
Drum is assumed to be 208 liter unless
otherwise specified.

Products and services for a wide range of radiation safety, measurement and scientific purposes.
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Gamma Ray Measurement
Systems
Plastic Scintillator-Based 4 π Monitors: Basic Tools and Bag Monitors
The Cronos™ Gamma Object/Tool Monitors
Waste Streams: Free Release

The Cronos-1, -4 and -11 Gamma Object/Tool Monitors
are designed to measure the gross count rate from
gamma radiation in/on articles such as waste bags, tools,
briefcases, hard hats and other miscellaneous objects.
They are typically located at the exits of radiation
controlled areas to monitor items and tools that personnel
are carrying.
Cronos models offer amongst the lowest MDA/largest
counting chamber volume combinations available in the
industry, as well as a uniform efficiency response.

Cronos-1 Gamma

10

Features are:
•• Robust, ergonomic and easy to use and decontaminate
•• Single and dual door (pass-through) operation
•• Alarms/messages provided audibly and visually
•• Lead shielding – 25 mm (1 in.) – on all sides and an option
for another 25 mm of lead shielding
•• All shielding in removable ingots for ease of installation
and safe transport
•• Heavy-duty casters with self-leveling feet and integrated
fork lift channels for easy placement
•• USB™ and Ethernet interfaces

Object/Tool Monitor

Cronos-4 Gamma
Object/Tool Monitor

Cronos-11 Gamma
Object/Tool Monitor

–– 43 L (1.5 cu. ft)
internal volume

–– 129 L (4.5 cu. ft.)
internal volume

–– 345 L (12 cu. ft)
internal volume

Visit our web site for up-to-date information & specifications.

www.mirion.com

www.canberra.com

Waste Management Solutions

Plastic Scintillator-Based 4 π Monitors with Spectrometric Capabilities
The CPO-Smart™ and CGO-Smart™ Object/Tool Monitors
Waste Streams: Free Release

The CPO-Smart and CGO-Smart monitors are an
enhancement of classical “blind” plastic scintillator based
monitors. These instruments contain a 256 channel MCA
for each detector for collection of the spectrum.
Although scintillators don’t allow any photopeak
determination, the Compton scattering and endpoint
energy of the incident photons deliver some energy
discrimination information. In our advanced solution,
we look at each detector spectrum, the sum and their
coincidences.
Results are given by energy groups: low – mid – high and
NORM.
The monitors have a very high efficiency and very uniform
response within the counter cavity.

Features are:
•• Robust, ergonomic and easy to use and decontaminate
•• Single, dual doors, pass-through operation
•• Alarms/messages provided audibly and visually
•• Modular lead shielding from 5 mm to 50 mm
•• Camera for item presence detection and sample picture
•• Reduced count time algorithm in case statistically certain
contamination is detected
•• Background fluctuations are continuously updated
with fast recovery algorithms : short variations are
suppressed, while long get obscured as just as long as
strictly needed.
•• Large historical data and stats
•• USB™ and Ethernet interfaces

The CGO-Smart monitor allows defining classes of
items with customized alarm criteria and correction of
background depression of massive items. A convenient
learning process is included.
The CGO-Smart monitor has a unique feature for detecting
and measuring 60Co concentration within NORM material
based on the processing of the coincidence spectrum. It
allows free release check of construction material or radon
suppressed measurements. Typically 0.1 Bq/g of 60Co MDA
is achieved in several times higher NORM concentration
and in high background.

CPO Smart Monitor
–– 36 liter internal cavity

CGO Smart Monitor
–– 307 liter internal cavity

Products and services for a wide range of radiation safety, measurement and scientific purposes.
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Gamma Ray Measurement Systems
Continued

Plastic Scintillator-Based 4 π Monitors for Large Items / Drums / Boxes
The RTM6xx™ series
Waste Streams: Clearance / Free Release

The RTM6xx monitor series combines world leading
clearance monitors for large objects such as grid boxes,
waste bags, palettes, tools, 200 L and/or 400 L drums,
designed for high-throughput gamma measurements.
RTM6xx monitors are based on multiple plastic scintillators
surrounding the sample in a 4π geometry, to obtain the
highest sensitivity and efficiencies in the market.
In addition, the monitor shows the activity distribution in a
convenient 3D-format display.

Features are:
•• Well-proven measurement methodology designed for
high throughput
–– total gamma activity measurement using up to 24 largevolume plastic scintillation detectors in a 4π geometry
–– taking into account all relevant nuclides, even if only one
is measurable (fingerprint technique/nuclide vector)
–– available with various chamber volumes between 440
and 1870 liters.
–– integrated weight scales

•• Geometry and weight of goods can be considered for a
compensation of self-shielding effects
–– 1- or 2-door operation mode
–– automatic conveyor system

•• Easy operation and clear display of measurement values
–– graphic display of activity distribution, including the
display of activity position as deviation from average
value in %
–– calibrations linked to measurement material (shielding
effect, geometry effect, background reduction, weight,
clearance levels), unlimited number of selectable
materials
–– display of measurement value in Bq, Bq/g, Bq/cm²
(nuclide related with optional nuclide fingerprint module),
weight, material and type

RTM640Inc™ Monitor
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RTM644Inc™ Monitor

Visit our web site for up-to-date information & specifications.
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ISOCS™ Basic Systems
ISOCS In Situ Object Counting System
Waste Streams: FR, LLW, Alpha, ILW/HLW

Features are:
•• Immediate, accurate, nuclide-specific results for field
measurement of any object or surface
•• Sourceless detector-specific calibrations generated by
software as the sample is being counted – simply enter
source/collimator/detector position dimensions
•• Calibrations generated for any object/surface that can
be approximated by plane, cylinder, box, sphere, well/
Marinelli or pipe
•• Mobile detector positioning device includes 25 mm and
50 mm collimators and backshields, and accommodates
any detector orientation
•• Complex pipe template allows modeling of complex,
multi-layer pipes and drums
•• IUE™ ISOCS Uncertainty Estimator tool helps minimize
uncertainty and improve results

ISOCS System Applications for D&D

Soil Measurements

Soil Measurements

ISO Container

Products and services for a wide range of radiation safety, measurement and scientific purposes.
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Gamma Ray Measurement Systems
Continued

ISOCS™ Basic Systems (continued)
ISOCS In Situ Counting System
3D Interactive Geometry Composer

•• Powerful 3D visualization provides immediate feedback for faster geometry development

We set industry standards
for sourceless efficiency
calibration with the ISOCS
field gamma spectroscopy
system.

This cross-sectional view of the
multi-layered pipe geometry
shows that the detector angle
needs to be shifted to capture the
entire source (shown in yellow).
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Advanced In-Situ Gamma Spectrometry Services (AIGS)
The Advanced In-Situ Spectrometry Measurement takes it one step further:

•• Robust analysis with unprecedented accuracy based on all measurement data available
•• Automated efficiency calibration most consistent with gamma ray spectrum or spectra measured in the field

Benefits:
•• Improved uncertainty evaluation if unknown internal fill-height (when real time radiography not available)
•• Accuracy improvement for container with hotspot(s)
•• Detection of hotspots in bulk waste (packages/drums/boxes)
•• Improved waste segregation e.g. Transuranic (TRU) or Plutonium Contaminated Waste (PCM) versus Low Level Waste (LLW)
thus saving disposal and storage cost

The Mirion Measurement and Expertise team will partner with you to Achieve more
efficient and cost-effective nuclear measurements.
Segregation and storage costs as a function of uncertainty
Uncertainty: standard
measurement
Uncertainty: measurement
with Advanced ISOCS
Saving

s

Quantity of waste

s
Saving

Waste activity

Free Release

Low Level Waste

Intermediate
Level Waste

Higher uncertainty has a direct impact on sentencing & storage cost and
possibly on the validation of the method by authorities

Products and services for a wide range of radiation safety, measurement and scientific purposes.
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Gamma Ray Measurement Systems
Continued

ISOCS™ Basic Systems (continued)

SLB-2

ISOCS Basic Drum Counting System

MILCC™ Mobile ISOCS Large Container Counter

Measuring drums on rotator

Transportable system for the characterization of large waste containers

Features include:

Features include:

•• Wide view/Far Field/Integral direct measurement of drums
•• Simple continuous rotator for activity averaging if
non-homogeneous wastes
•• Direct results in Bq/g or Bq
•• Can be used for free release applications as well as
LLW and ILW characterization

•• Large Container: 110 liter (30 gal) drums to B25s, SWBs,
SeaLands
•• Two large-volume BEGe™ detectors field deployable
•• Double carts for multiple applications and geometries
•• Integrated ISOCS efficiencies for custom assays
•• Wireless communication between MCA and PC
•• Hardware including optional turntables, collimators and filters
•• Suitability for higher count rates than most NDA systems
•• Full-featured NDA 2000 software manages data acquisition,
efficiency calibrations, QC’s and analysis

OSAS™ On-Site Assay System
Flexible system for the characterization of a variety of bulk waste
containers

Features include:
•• ISOCS characterized detector
•• Collimator options
•• Adjustable detector height
•• Indexed turntable
•• Options for advanced data analysis using multiple counts
•• Flexibility for a range of different containers from drums up
to large bins (e.g. Bergalof boxes)
•• Safety feature options including cage to prevent access
during measurement
•• NDA 2000 software and simple user-interface allowing
reliable access to key features and calibrations
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TRUCKSCAN™ System for soil sorting
Multi-sacks Activity Measurement System using standard trucks

Features include:
•• Fast and accurate measurements: measurement time of
90 seconds for each truck
•• Total Measurement Uncertainty (TMU) of the system less
than 20% at one standard deviation (SD)
•• TRUCKSCAN system can handle flexible volume of each
truck. 4-10 sacks per truck
•• Measurement speed and accuracy drastically reduce cost
and waste volumes

Visit our web site for up-to-date information & specifications.
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Gamma Q2 Drum Counters
WM-2100 Q2™ Low-Level Waste Assay Series
Waste Streams: Alpha, LLW, FR

The WM-2100 Series Q2 low-level waste assay systems
provide qualitative and quantitative analysis using
either large area NaI and/or multiple Ge detectors in a
fully shielded close coupled geometry. This provides
radionuclide specific results for individual nuclides.
The standard Q2 system is equipped with a 10 cm (4 in.)
shield. A 15 cm (6 in.) thick low-background steel shield
is available upon request. An internal rotator with an
integrated weighing system is mounted to the door. The
NDA 2000 software uses a multi-density calibration to
correct for drum matrix attenuation, and can correlate nongamma emitting nuclides to key gamma emitters based on
waste stream profiles.
Features include:
•• For typical fission products, easily meets 0.1 Bq/g
(3 pCi/g) for free release
•• Can be certified for use in TRU/LLW sorting applications
•• Can be certified for TRU waste classification
•• Discriminates between natural and man-made
radionuclides
•• Calculates plutonium and uranium isotopics using MGA™
Multi-Group Analysis code
•• Available in automated versions with optional
transmission correction
•• NRTL and CE compliant

Typical Installations:
•• National Laboratories

•• Research Laboratories

–– Quantify plutonium
waste
–– Quantify uranium
waste
–– TRU/LLW sorting

–– Quantify alpha/beta/
gamma waste from
research center

•• Waste Repositories
–– Determine free release
to landfill

•• Fuel Fabrication
Facilities
–– Sort waste for material
recovery

•• Commercial Facilities

•• Reprocessing Facilities
–– Quantify waste from fuel
reprocessing

•• Nuclear Power Plants
–– Quantify reactor waste
–– Determine free-release
from decontamination
and decommissioning
projects
–– Measure HEPA filters and
drums containing oil

–– Quantify waste
for waste disposal
documentation

Germanium vs. NaI Detectors
Germanium
•• Analysis of complex energy spectra
•• Wider dynamic range of activity
•• Better discrimination of natural gamma emitters,
reducing false positives
•• Less sensitive to background fluctuations
•• Easier calibration, data analysis and user training

NaI
•• Analysis of spectra with smaller number of
gamma peaks
•• Lower detection limits in shorter counting times

WM-2100 Q2 Low-Level
Waste Assay Series

Products and services for a wide range of radiation safety, measurement and scientific purposes.
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Gamma Ray Measurement Systems
Continued

Automated Q2™ Low-Level Waste Assay System
The Auto Q2 (AQ2) is the second generation Canberra
Automated Low Level Waste Assay System. Based on the
successful Canberra IQ3™ system, the system is designed
to quantify plutonium and uranium in 200 liter drums
at levels below 10 nCi/g and at the same time perform
plutonium isotopics measurements on drums containing
less than 10 mg of plutonium.
The system is designed to be operated as an automated
counting system which can process batches of drums, or
can be incorporated into a complete NDA process line.
Features are:
•• 239 Pu

detection levels <1 mg
•• Container sizes up to 210 liters (55 gal)
•• Many optional capabilities available including:
––
––
––
––

Automated
Q2 Low-Level
Waste Assay
System

Automatic weighing system
Automatic attenuators
Automated conveyor system
Larger sample sizes (e.g., 400 liter drums)

Q2 Low-Level Waste Assay System Performance
Typical MDA
  
Daughter
Nuclide Measured

Energy
(keV)

Worst Case MDA

pCi/g

Bq/g

pCi/g

Bq/g

Density (g/cc)

Density (g/cc)

Density (g/cc)

Density (g/cc)

0.1

0.8

0.1

0.8

0.1

0.8

0.1

0.8

662

0.18

0.05

.0067

.0019

0.26

0.15

.0096

.0056

134 Cs

800

0.15

0.04

.0056

.0015

0.21

0.11

.0078

.0041

60 Co

1173

0.15

0.04

.0056

.0015

0.2

0.09

.0074

.0033

58 Co

810

0.15

0.04

.0056

.0015

0.21

0.11

.0078

.0041

137Cs

137m Ba

232 Th

228 Ac

908

0.55

0.15

.0204

.0056

0.73

0.38

.0270

.0141

228 Th

208 Tl

583

0.47

0.14

.0174

.0052

0.64

0.42

.0237

.0156

228 Th

208 Tl

2614

0.22

0.04

.0081

.0015

0.29

0.09

.0107

.0033

238 U

234Th

93

6.2

2.3

.2296

.0852

9.1

19.2

.3370

.7111

238 U

234mPa

1001

26.7

6.9

.9889

.2556

36

17.3

1.333

.6407

238 U

214 Bi

609

0.32

0.09

.0119

.0033

0.47

0.27

.0174

.0100

185

0.32

0.11

.0119

.0041

0.46

0.64

.0170

.0237

235 U

Transuranics
241Am

60

1.1

0.6

.0407

.0222

1.8

10.2

.0667

.3778

239 Pu

414

1.2E+04

3.8E+03

4.3E+02

1.4E+02

1.7E+04

1.4E+04

6.2E+02

5.2E+02

238 Pu

152

1.5E+04

5.1E+03

5.5E+02

1.9E+02

2.0E+04

2.9E+04

7.4E+02

1.1E+03
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Visit our web site for up-to-date information & specifications.

www.mirion.com

CONDITIONS:
uniform source
calibration; Three
20% Ge detectors;
10 minute count
time; 95% fill height
for 200 liter drum.
MDA (minimum
detectable activity):
5% Type 1 error, 5%
Type II error.
WORST CASE
LLD: Maximum
activity present if all
activity is in a 1 cm
sphere at the worst
location.

www.canberra.com
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Gamma SGS Drum Counters
Waste Streams: Alpha, LLW, ILW/HLW

WM-2200 SGS™ Segmented Waste Assay Systems
Segmented waste assay systems use a high-resolution Ge
detector to measure transuranic radionuclides and fission/
activation products in containers of low-to-medium density
waste. Systems range from a compact ‘Standard’ SGS system
to a ‘Modular’ SGS system that allows for greater flexibility in
options and automation.
The Modular SGS system allows for an optional second
detector and may also be utilized for isotopics measurements.
Versions of the system handle from 20 liter (5 gal) up to
400 liter (100 gal) drums. NDA 2000 software analysis and
control software includes the latest algorithms for improved
accuracy. User interface is designed for a semi-skilled
operator performing routine assay functions.

Standard SGS Segmented
Waste Assay Systems

Features are:
•• Accurately quantifies TRU and beta/gamma waste
•• Multiple correction techniques for matrix attenuation
•• Self-absorption correction algorithms for lump correction
•• Calculates plutonium and uranium isotopics using optional
Multi-Group Analysis (MGA software) code.

Standard SGS only:

Modular SGS only:

•• Up to 200 liter drums
•• Compact size allows for
easy transportability
(forklift)
•• Unified stand allows
easy installation and
limited maintenance

•• Modular design adapts to
geometry and measurement
criteria
•• Available in manual and
automated modes
•• Options for automatic
weighing and dose rate
measurement
•• High-activity versions
available for surface dose
rates up to 1.0 Sv/h (100 R/h)

WM-2200 Series Performance
Daughter Energy MDA µCi
Nuclide Measured
keV
137Cs

137mBa

662

0.1

3.7

CONDITIONS:

800

0.1

3.7

60 Co

1173

0.1

3.7

133 Ba

356

0.2

7.4

152Eu

1408

0.4

14.8

200 liter drum
with < 0.3 g/cc
matrix density,
30 minute
assay time.

235 U

185

239 Pu

234 Pa

1001
414

Typical Installations
•• National and Research
•• Nuclear Power Plants
Laboratories
•• Transportable Safeguards
•• Waste Storage Facilities
Applications
•• Fuel Fabrication Facilities

MDA
kBq

134 Cs

238 U

Modular SGS Segmented Waste Assay Systems

Background
< 0.02 mR/h,
no other
20
740
significant
1.20E+04 4.40E+05 nuclides
present.
0.2

7.4

Products and services for a wide range of radiation safety, measurement and scientific purposes.
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Gamma Ray Measurement Systems
Continued

Gamma TGS Drum Counters
Waste Streams: Alpha, LLW, ILW/HLW

WM-2900 TGS™ Tomographic Gamma Scanner
Series
The WM-2900 is the Canberra Tomographic Gamma Scanner
(TGS) for safeguards and waste applications. This counter is
an extension of the SGS system modular design, providing
an additional translational dimension to the vertical and
rotational measurements of the SGS system. The TGS system
uses a high resolution HPGe detector and a transmission
source to obtain a three dimensional mapping of both the
activity and matrix density profiles for a container. The
purpose of this is to provide the most accurate result possible
for the assay of a waste container. The system collects full
spectral information for each measurement grab, permitting
complete tomographic analysis of all radionuclides even
when they are not associated with each other.
Features are:
•• Most accurate gamma
measurement available
for waste drums
•• Measurement range
is optimized to detect
gram quantities of
plutonium or uranium

•• Available in manual,
semi-automated, and fullyautomated modes
•• Options available for high
activity measurements up
to 1 Sv/h (100 R/h)

Typical Installations
•• National and Research
Laboratories
•• Waste Storage Facilities

•• Fuel Fabrication Facilities
•• Nuclear Power Plants

WM-2900 TGS Tomographic Gamma
Scanner Series Performance:
System performance will depend on actual measurement
conditions. Under the following conditions the
standard WM-2900 waste assay system has an MDA of
approximately 0.2 µCi for 137Cs or 0.4 g for 239Pu:
••
••
••
••

Standard 200 liter (55 gal) drum
Density less than 0.3 g/cc
Background less than 0.02 mR/hr
No other significant nuclides present

•• 60 minute total assay time
This sensitivity can be modified over a wide range by
detector size, assay time, and geometry – both distance
and collimator. The typical dynamic range is five to six
orders of magnitude. The accuracy of the measurement is
based on the uniformity of the activity distribution and the
density and homogeneity of the waste material.

20

Typical Tomographic Gamma Scanner vertical slice showing
a hot spot near the center of the drum.

Visit our web site for up-to-date information & specifications.

www.mirion.com

www.canberra.com
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WM-2500 Box Counters – Gamma Systems
Modular Gamma Box and Container™ Assay
Systems

Modular Gamma Box and
Container Assay System

Waste Streams: FR, LLW, Alpha, ILW/HLW

The modular gamma box and container counter
provides a flexible platform for performing fixed and
reproducible waste characterization measurements of
large containers. Designed for use with one or more
high purity germanium detectors in shielded modules,
the box counter can be adjusted for a variety of
container sizes with the ability for vertical and horizontal
adjustment of the detectors in addition to translational
segment measurements. Typical matrix correction is
performed using a multi-density efficiency calibration
which can be physically performed or created using the
ISOCS system models.
Features are:
•• Fully assays B-25
container (1 x 1 x 3   m3)
(4 x 4 x 6 ft.) in 30
minutes
•• 0.01 Bq/g (0.3 pCi/g)
typical detection limits
for B-25 container

•• Available with manual,
powered or automatic
conveyor systems for
sampling handling
•• Flexible structure provides
fixed and reproducible
geometries

Typical Installations
•• Free release measurements of wastes under D&D
•• Waste Disposal Facility
–– Verify customer waste documentation

•• Mobile Characterization
–– Provide characterization of larger containers for
waste disposal

Truck counting system

Truck counting system detector assembly

Products and services for a wide range of radiation safety, measurement and scientific purposes.
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Neutron Measurement
Systems

When To Measure Neutrons
•• The neutron spontaneous or induced fission rate
is large enough to allow measurements by neutron
counting techniques
•• The gamma-ray emission rates for the fissile/fertile
radionuclides are too weak to be measured

•• The waste matrix is too dense or the energies of
the gamma rays are too low resulting in attenuation
of the gamma rays in a sample matrix
•• The presence of fission or activation products in
the sample prevents measurement of fissile/fertile
radionuclides by gamma techniques

Drum Counters – Neutron Systems
WM-3100 Series

JCC-21S

Waste Streams: Alpha

The WM-3100 series includes the WDAS™ system, the
JCC-21S™ counter, and the HENC counter. The standard
WDAS Waste Drum Assay System accommodates standard
200 liter/55 gallon drums, while the JCC-21S counter is
tailored to drum sizes of 118 liters and smaller. The HENC
counter is the high-efficiency version which is the primary
passive neutron assay system used in the US TRU waste
program. Counters in the WM-3100 series can be designed
to accommodate larger containers as well as the sizes
listed above. Designs can also be employed to achieve
efficiencies >50%.
The WM-3100 series passive neutron drum counters
provide accurate, precise, and sensitive assay of plutonium
content, capable of meeting the TRU/LLW sorting criteria.
The WM-3100 series counters contain 3He detectors
arranged in a 4π geometry (all six faces) about the assay
cavity. The design of the high-density polyethylene
moderator ensures that the counter has relative
insensitivity to the effects of scattering reactions in the
matrix, and an Add-A-Source option improves the accuracy
of the measurement for matrices with a high hydrogen
content. The counters have demonstrated high reliability
capable of withstanding continuous operation in industrial
environments.

•• National Laboratories
•• TRU waste quantification

•• Accurate quantification of plutonium
•• TRU/LLW sorting capability
•• Coincidence or multiplicity counting
•• Up to 200 liter (55 gal) drums
•• Add-A-Source option for matrix correction
•• Patented cosmic-ray rejection algorithms

The WM-3100 series counters can be combined with
external or integral gamma isotopics measurements
(see next page for details).

•• Safeguards

Typical results:
System
Parameter

Features are:
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Typical Installations

Efficiency (%)
Die-Away (micro sec)
MDA* (mg)

240 Pu-effective

WM-3100
(WDAS)

HENC

JCC-21S

18.6

30

16

80

50

90

2.74

1.6

1.8

* MDAs are for coincidence counting and based on 1000 sec count time
and a coincident background of 0.1 cps
Lower MDAs may be achievable with additional neutron shielding.

Visit our web site for up-to-date information & specifications.

www.mirion.com

www.canberra.com
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Drum Counters – Neutron Systems
WM-3112HE Series HENC™ High Efficiency
Neutron Counter
The HENC counter provides a sensitive passive neutron
multiplicity counter which can meet TRU/LLW sorting
criteria and is the primary passive neutron assay
system used in the US TRU waste program. Used
in combination with an external or integral gamma
isotopics measurement, the HENC counter can be used
to quantify mg quantities of weapons grade plutonium.
Features are:
•• Accurate quantification
of plutonium
•• TRU/LLW sorting
capability
•• Coincidence or
multiplicity counting

•• Up to 200 liter (55 gal)
drums
•• Add-A-Source option for
matrix correction
•• HPGe option

HENC High Efficiency
Neutron Counter

Typical Installations
•• National Laboratories
•• TRU waste quantification

•• Safeguards

Passive and Active Neutron Counters
Inventory Samples: Powders/pellets/fuel assemblies/scrap

Passive Neutron
Coincidence Well
Counters

Active Neutron
Coincidence
Counters

Neutron
Multiplicity
Counters

Models Available:
JCC-12™, JCC-13™,
JCC-14™, JCC-31™,
JCC-41™, JCC-51™,
JCC-61™, JCC-62™
counters

Models Available:
JCC-51™, JCC-71™,
JCC-72™, JCC-73™
counters

Models
Available:
PSMC-01™,
LEMC™, JCC-51™
counters

•• Sample cavity – varies with model
number
•• Developed for passive measurement
of plutonium inventory samples
(powders, pellets and liquids)
•• Designed for the safeguards
community for on-site verification
measurements, particularly, at
reprocessing and Pu facilities
•• Measures 240Pu content by counting
coincidence fission neutrons
•• Mass range from 0.1 g to hundreds of
g of plutonium

•• Sample cavity – varies with model
number
•• Developed for active
measurement of 235U inventory
samples (powders, pellets and
fuel assemblies)
•• Designed for the safeguards
community for on-site verification
measurements, particularly,
at reprocessing and uranium
facilities
•• Uses Am(Li) alpha-n neutron
sources to interrogate the sample
•• Measures 235U content by
counting coincidence neutrons
from induced fission events
•• Mass range from 0.1 g to hundreds
of g of uranium

•• Developed for passive
measurement of scrap materials
containing plutonium
•• Designed for the safeguards
community for on-site verification
measurements particularly at
reprocessing and Pu facilities
•• Measures 240Pu-effective content
by counting coincidence fission
neutrons, but corrects for selfmultiplication effect by use of
three neutron coincidences.
•• Mass range from 0.1 g to hundreds
of g of plutonium

Products and services for a wide range of radiation safety, measurement and scientific purposes.
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Neutron Measurement Systems
Continued

Reconfigurable Neutron Counting Systems
Our portable, reconfigurable neutron counting systems measure the
plutonium content in 200 L (55 gal) drums and various other container shapes
and sizes, by detecting coincidence neutrons from spontaneous fission of
the even numbered isotopes of plutonium. These systems are designed to
make a go/no-go measurement. Standard products include our WM-3400
and WM-3500 slab monitors comprising of high density polyethylene with
embedded 3He proportional counters. Other custom options exist including
slab monitors of different dimensions. A Mirion Shift Register, Neutron
Coincidence or Multiplicity Analyzer is required together with data analysis
and reporting software.
As an example, each WM-3400 module comprises a slab of high-density
polyethylene attached to a cart which also holds a shift register, computer
and printer. A drum positioning fixture is attached to the front of the
polyethylene slab. The drum is rolled up to the counter and the measurement
is made. Six 3He tubes are placed in a slab of high-density polyethylene. The
tubes are arranged in a single row, wired together and all nucleonics are
housed locally. An LED indicator on the outside of the junction box indicates
the proper operation of the counting channel.
Features are:
•• Designed for passive neutron
go/no-go measurement of plutonium
in 200 L (55 gal) drums and various
other containers
•• WM-3400 rectangular slabs
•• WM-3500 curved-slab options for
high sensitivity measurements allow
detectors to be close to surface of
objects being measured
•• Reconfigurable in a range of
geometries for measurement of
a range of containers and in-situ
object measurements

•• Multiple slabs can be daisychained together to create custom
measurement geometries
•• Drum positioned on front of
polyethylene body of WM-3400
monitor for repeatable positioning
of counter
•• Fast Amptek™ electronics
•• Operated with standard NDA 2000
software

WM-3400 Neutron Slab Counter

WM-3500 Curved Slab Passive Neutron Counter
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Passive/Active Shuffler
Waste Streams: Alpha, LLW, ILW/HLW

WM-3200 Passive/Active Shuffler™ Series
The Passive/active Shuffler system operates in an active
interrogation mode to measure fissile radionuclides. A
high-speed transfer mechanism “shuffles” an intense 252Cf
source between the shield assembly and the counting
chamber. When the source is in the shielded position,
delayed neutrons from the fissioning in the sample are
counted. The passive mode measures spontaneously
fissioning nuclides (ie: 238Pu, 240Pu, 242Pu, 252Cf, 242Cm
and 244Cm). The WM-3200 systems are useful for nondestructive assay of milligram to kilogram quantities
of both U and Pu in a wide variety of forms and matrix
materials.
Features are:
•• Active interrogation of fissile isotopes in 200 liter (55 gal)
drums
•• Passive measurement of even isotopes of plutonium
•• Add-A-Source option for matrix corrections
•• Thermal interrogation for improved sensitivity
•• Fast interrogation for reduced self-shielding effects

Typical Installations
•• National or Research
Laboratories
•• Uranium facilities

•• Safeguards and security
measurements of product
SNM

WM-3200 Series Performance
MDA for 500 sec count time (active) and 1000 sec
(passive) at 2300 m (7500 ft) above sea level with
0.17 cps coincident background:
Active Fast Mode
(500 sec)
•• 111 mg 235U in paper
•• 402 mg 235U in iron

Active Thermal Mode
(500 sec)
•• 24 mg 235U in paper
•• 61 mg 235U in iron

Passive Mode
(1000 sec)
•• 3 mg 240Pu-effective
in paper
•• 2.57 mg 240Pu
effective in iron
•• Counter efficiency –
17.5%

WM-3200 Passive/Active Shuffler System

Products and services for a wide range of radiation safety, measurement and scientific purposes.
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Combined Neutron/Gamma
Systems

IWAS™ Integrated Waste Assay System
Waste Streams: FR, LLW, Alpha

The IWAS Integrated Waste Assay System is a multi-modality
system which provides a combination of active and passive
neutron interrogation as well as quantitative gamma analysis. The
IWAS system provides a complete NDA suite in a single assay
system cavity. The passive neutron cavity is based on the proven
Canberra HENC counter design and includes the Add-A-Source
matrix correction feature. Active neutron interrogation capability
is based on the Differential Die Away (DDA) technique to provide
sensitive detection of fissile nuclides. Finally a gamma assay
module is included to provide quantitative gamma assay results as
well as plutonium and/or uranium isotopics results. The NDA 2000
software automatically evaluates the three modalities to select the
best assay result based on user defined criteria. The IWAS system
provides the ability to assay the widest variety of TRU waste. The
IWAS system can also be used for TRU/LLW sorting.
Features are:
•• Combines Multiple Assay
Techniques
•• 200 liter (55 gal) drums
and 320 liter (85 gal) OverPacks
•• MDAs of less than 30 nCi/g
•• 27% Efficiency for 240Pu

Typical Installations
•• Transuranic waste facilities

fission neutrons
•• 2.8% Active Mode Detection
Efficiency
•• 108 neutron/second
Zetatron
•• Patented cosmic-ray
rejection system

ICIS™ Integrated Crate Interrogation System
Waste Streams: FR, LLW, Alpha

The Integrated Crate Interrogation System is comprised of a
BSGS™ Box Segmented Gamma Scanner providing high resolution
gamma spectroscopy, and a BNAS™ Box Neutron Assay System
providing passive neutron counting capability, each mounted in
its own separate ISO container. Gamma and neutron assay results
are combined to provide an integrated result using the NDA 2000
software multi-modality. The system can handle crates in sizes up
to and including the SLB-2™ Standard Large Box-2 system which
has approximate inner dimensions of 2.6 m x 1.6 m x 1.7 m (length
x breadth x height). The system can also be fully calibrated for
smaller containers if desired.
ICIS Integrated Crate Interrogation System

Typical Installations
•• TRU waste applications for large containers
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Special Systems

Mirion is a world leading supplier of nuclear measurement
systems, offering a full line of equipment to help customers
characterize and document the content of their radioactive
waste. While a range of standard systems are available
to address the requirements of many common nuclear
measurement problems, the unique needs of a given
application may necessitate a custom solution. When
this is the case, Mirion will partner with you to develop a
complete solution for the specific application. This can
include full support through the lifecycle of your project,
starting with initial requirements capture, optioneering,
feasibility studies and physics modeling studies, through
to concept designs and laboratory testing. We typically
work closely with you through the various calibration and
testing phases, to build confidence in the eventual solution.
With such custom projects we typically work closely with
partner companies to bring complementary expertise
and equipment, for example mechanical engineering
and automation systems. These custom systems and
measurement solutions can cover a very wide range of
applications from waste categorization to fuel scanning
and spent fuel characterization. Our worldwide presence
and staff experienced with operations at different nuclear
sites as well as with the special equipment and techniques
employed to develop our measurement solutions, means
that we offer unique benefits to our customers.
High Level Waste System

Standard waste assay systems may be tailored to meet the
unique requirements of each customer while maintaining
the basic characteristics and functions of an off-the-shelf
system. The Mirion solution to build from the company’s core
capabilities and competencies, including:
•• Wide range of HPGe, NaI and other detectors
•• Full set of Canberra MCA’s, and spectroscopy software
•• Basic modules from other standard systems (PLC controls,
shielding, etc.)
•• Mathematical modeling of detection systems to predict
performance
•• Extensive team of physics and development resources

This building-block approach minimizes engineering costs,
reduces production time and assures performance.

Example of Special Systems Design
HNMC™ High-efficiency Hexagonal Neutron-Multiplicity
Counter for measurement of non-contact handleable
power plant decommissioning and dismantling wastes
•• The HNMC counter was originally designed for nuclear

stockpile safeguards measurements, but the unique
challenges of the present application required
significant adaptations to the design.
•• Six detector modules, each containing two parallel rows
of 11 3He tubes embedded in high-density polyethylene
and arranged in a hexagonal pattern around a central
cavity.
•• Graphite reflectors are located above and below the
cavity to improve the axial linearity of the response and
increase the overall efficiency which is measured to be
39% for a centrally-located 252Cf source.
•• Add-A-Source feature.
•• Unusual to similar large-volume multiplicity counters is
the addition of a 6.4 mm lead lining on the inner walls
of the cavity. This addition results in a suitably low
value for the minimum detectable 240Pu-effective mass
in drums with as much as 10 mSv/h gamma-ray dose
rates when operated in a properly shielded bunker to
suppress the background production of neutrons in the
lead by cosmic rays.

High-efficiency
Hexagonal
NeutronMultiplicity
Counter

Products and services for a wide range of radiation safety, measurement and scientific purposes.
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Software

NDA 2000™ Non-Destructive Assay Software
The NDA 2000 software is designed to be a complete acquisition, analysis
and archival package for use with all our neutron counters and gamma waste
assay systems. NDA 2000 software offers fully-integrated neutron and gamma
analysis for either combined or sequential assay operations and is based on
the Canberra Genie™ 2000 Spectroscopy Software Suite providing ease and
flexibility of operation. Various counter arrangements, detector arrangements,
analysis sequences, hardware control, and reports can be generated from the
standard software. As the customer’s assay requirements change, the software
can be easily adapted to handle the new requirements.
Following setup, system operation can be as simple as a single click of the
mouse where a full assay sequence is launched requiring little or no operator
intervention.
The software accommodates neutron, gamma and integrated data acquisition
systems. Integrated gamma-neutron assay sequences can acquire this data
simultaneously, sequentially or independently. Following completion of both
measurements, the neutron and gamma assay results can be combined
automatically even if the measurements were performed days apart.
The Genie 2000 Quality Assurance software, required with NDA 2000 software,
provides daily measurement checks on the system performance. The software
can be configured to enforce the use of the quality control checks and ensure
that system operating parameters are within the desired bounds.
Features are:
•• Based on Genie 2000 software
•• Standard software package for NDA
systems
•• Multi-level password control
•• Compliant with ISO 9001 and NQA-1
•• Full measurement QA program
included
•• Controls all data acquisition and
analysis

•• Controls system automation
•• Includes automated evaluation of
different measurement modalities
•• Operations program screen
•• Data Review program screen
•• Patented cosmic-ray rejection
algorithms NDA 2000 software

Analysis Options and System Types
Supported by NDA 2000 Software
Quantitative Gamma-Ray
Spectroscopy

•• Segmented Gamma-Scanning
•• Tomographic Segmented
Gamma-Scanning
•• Multi-Detector Analysis (Q2 system)
•• Transmission Correction
•• Differential Peak Attenuation
Correction
MGA/MGAU™ Isotopics Analysis
Passive Neutron Counting

•• Totals Neutron Counting
•• Passive Multiplicity Analysis
•• Add-A-Source Matrix Correction
Active Neutron Counting

•• Differential Die-Away
•• Cf-252 Shuffler System Support
(future release)
•• Active Well Coincidence
•• Active Neutron Collars
Simultaneous Neutron-Gamma
Assay

•• On-Site Laboratory Counters
•• Integrated Waste Assay System
Automated Drum Handling
Gamma-Ray Box Counting
PNCC™ Waste Crate Assay System
AWA™ Automated Waste Assay
Review

NDA 2000 software provides
full support for the Tomographic
Gamma System
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MGA™, MGAU™, FRAM™ Software
Software for Isotopic Abundance Determination

The isotopics software packages are used for the
determination of relative isotopic abundances of plutonium
and uranium based on gamma spectroscopy. Although
initially developed for safeguards applications, these
codes have been expanded and applied increasingly in
the waste assay arena. Through licensing agreements,
we are the commercial provider of these isotopics codes.
In addition, we maintain the MGA and MGAU software
codes through an exclusive consulting agreement with the
original developer.
Features are:
•• Sophisticated peak fitting and multiplet deconvolution
algorithms to improve the accuracy in samples with
complex isotope mixtures
•• No efficiency calibration required in the normal mode for
matrix density, matrix type, or container characteristics.
(MGAU software can be also run in enrichment meter
mode which does require one calibration measurement
with known container characteristics.)
•• Display of peak fitting results overlaid on the acquired
spectrum
•• Integrated into our waste and
safeguards instruments to perform
with minimal operator interaction
•• MGA software can operate in
either one or two detector mode
(to take advantage of different
energy regions)
•• MGA software offers a “wastehardened” version that can be
applied to spectra where assay
of large container sizes make
the isotopics measurements
increasingly more difficult
•• FRAM software offers a “multiple
efficiency” feature to improve
the results on elementally (Am/
Pu) heterogeneous pyrochemical
residues

MGA software spectrum of plutonium

Products and services for a wide range of radiation safety, measurement and scientific purposes.
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Imaging Mapping

iPIX™ Gamma Imager
Hot-spot location/imaging

The iPIX imager is a unique gamma imager that quickly
locates low level radioactive sources from a distance
and estimates the dose equivalent rate to a specific
radionuclide at the location of the iPIX imager. It is the
ideal tool to map radioactive areas before entering into an
unknown situation, and thus reduce the dose exposure
(ALARA – As Low As Reasonably Achievable) during
standard operation or decommissioning tasks.
Features are:

Number of clusters

•• Complete tool for in situ gamma imaging, saving time,
cost and dose
•• Real-time acquisition and immediate display
•• High detection sensitivity even at low energies
•• 2.35 kg /5.5 lb camera
•• Rugged industrial design for harsh environments –
IP65 rated
•• Three coded masks available for optimized response
(optional)

10
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4
2
0
-2
-4
300
250

200
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100
50
Pixel number (y)

0 0

50

100

200

250

300

iPIX Camera is
lightweight for
easy deployment
and transport in
the field

iPIX imager in association with an ISOCS system for easy
localization and activity measurements of hot spots:

Waste container monitoring

150
Pixel number (x)

Hot spot detection while
surveying piping

Services using iPIX imager capabilities:
•• Specialists available to setup measurement programs
•• Combines standard tools such as CZT spectroscopy
probe, ISOCS system and Mercurad™ software,
depending on customer needs
•• Write up procedures (Calibration Philosophy, Calibration
Report, Quality Assurance, Operator Instructions, etc.)
•• 4π image of the area measured with hot spot locations
overlaid
•• Quantitative activity measurements as well as dose
rates
•• Identifies isotopes and determines activities
•• Creates 3D dose rate map of the cell or area
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Checking shielding effectiveness

Visit our web site for up-to-date information & specifications.

www.mirion.com

Glove box monitoring

www.canberra.com

Waste Management Solutions

Who we are, where to find us

Mirion Technologies is a leading provider of innovative products, systems and services related
to the measurement, detection and monitoring of radiation.
The company delivers high quality, state of the art solutions that constantly evolve to meet the
changing needs of its customers.
With the addition of the Canberra™ brand in 2016, Mirion® expanded its portfolio and the breadth of
its expertise to bring a new standard of solutions to the market. Every member of the Mirion team is
focused on enhancing the customer experience by delivering superior products, exceptional service
and unsurpassed support.

MIRION AT YOUR SERVICE
San Ramon, CA
Atlanta, GA
Buffalo, NY
Cambridge, ON
Concord, ON
Horseheads, NY
Irvine, CA
Meriden, CT
Oak Ridge, TN

Aiken, SC
Englewood, CO
Idaho Falls, ID
Los Alamos, NM
Naperville, IL
Richland, WA

Americas

Europe

Mirion

Corporate Headquarters
Manufacturing Site

Asia

Farnborough, UK
Fussy, France
Harwell, UK
Lamanon, France
Lingolsheim, France
Loches, France
Munich, Germany
Olen, Belgium

Service & Sales Centers

Headquarters

Beaumont, France
Dounreay, UK
Montigny, France
Russelsheim,
Germany
Saint Paul Trois
Châteaux, France
Sellafield, UK
Turku, Finland
Zellik, Belgium

Beijing, China
Shanghai, China
Tokyo, Japan
Osaka, Japan
Fukushima, Japan

Sales Offices

•• Mirion Worldwide HQ – San Ramon, CA

•• Mirion sales and service capability exists in
virtually every country in the world.

International Offices
•• Please visit the website for a complete listing.

Contact Mirion to learn more:

TO LEARN
MORE

www.mirion.com
www.canberra.com

Products and services for a wide range of radiation safety, measurement and scientific purposes.
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As a global leader in radiation measurement, we are
driven to protect people, property and the environment
from the harmful effects of ionizing radiation.

Radiation Safety. Amplified.

www.mirion.com
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